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1. LEGAL TERMS

THE INSTITUT D’ETUDES POLITIQUES DE PARIS, a public scientific, cultural and professional establishment registered under the SIREN number 197 534 316 and whose declaration of activity is registered with the Prefect of the Ile de France region, under the number 11 75 P 00 12 75, managed, by virtue of the provisions of Article L758-1 of the French Education Code by the Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, a private foundation domiciled at 27, rue Saint Guillaume 75337 Paris Cedex 07, France, represented by Frederic Mion.

Number Siren  
FNSP : 784 308 249  
IEP de Paris : 197534316

Publication director of the Plateform is Frédéric Mion, Administrator of the FNSP and Director of the IEP de Paris.

Sciences Po acts as the Controller of the processing of the personal data of the User of the Platform. The User can exercise his rights whenever he wants by sending an email to the Data Protection Officer of Sciences Po (cnil@sciencespo.fr). For any questions about her or his administrative data recorded for academic registration, the User can address directly an email to accueil.administratif@sciencespo.fr.

The service in charge of editing the Platform is the Academic department of Sciences Po.

The development and the storage of the Platform are ensured par the IT Department of Sciences Po.

2. GENERAL CONDITIONS

a. Object

The purpose of these General Conditions is to determine the terms and conditions that the User agrees to comply with as he administratively registers at Sciences Po and in particular:

- the rules of the use of the Platform of Sciences Po,
- the conditions of access, use and processing of personal data.

b. Definitions

In these General Conditions, the following terms starting with a capital letter will have the following
Respective meanings:

“General Conditions” means these General Conditions in their latest version. The General Conditions may be subject to modifications by Sciences Po.

"Platform" means the administrative registration platform maintained by Sciences Po and allowing the User to register administratively as students at Sciences Po.

"User" means any User of the Platform who has been admitted to Sciences Po following the admissions procedure.

c. Legal scope - Duration

The User agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of these General Conditions.

The User is informed that the General Conditions may be subject to modifications. Those modifications may be claimed to the User. The User is therefore invited to regularly read the provisions of the General Conditions.

The General Conditions remain applicable for the duration of availability of the Platform to Users.

d. Platform’s management

Sciences Po manages, hosts and maintains the Platform. The User is informed that Sciences Po can at any time subcontract all or part of the aforementioned missions without prior notice to the User and subject to compliance with the provisions provided for in the General Conditions.

Sciences Po is committed to making its best efforts to provide continuity of availability of the Platform to Users. However, Sciences Po can in no way be held responsible for any interruption of services occurring on the Platform.

e. Administrative registration procedure

To definitively validate their administrative registration at Sciences Po, the User must follow the following procedure:

- Connect to the Platform
- Complete the different stages of administrative registration (Completion of form and download of administrative documents). Each validation step within the process is temporary recorded by Sciences Po.
- Validate his personal duly completed file: the User may consider having submitted his administrative file upon the final validation of the 5 stages of administrative registration.
- The User acknowledges being solely responsible for his administrative registration at Sciences Po.

At the end of the processing of his file by Sciences Po, the student is registerd administratively.

f. User’s obligation

To administratively register as students at Sciences Po, students must follow the procedure as described in article e) of the General Conditions. As such, the User is responsible for the information he transfers to Sciences Po: Sciences Po can in no way be held responsible for erroneous data or mistakes done by
the User. If applicable, the User must inform Sciences Po as soon as possible when he becomes aware of it.

g. **Personal data processing**

i. **Legal responsibilities as for the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 -dit (“GDPR”)**

Sciences Po is responsible for the processing of personal data of the User of the Platform for academic purposes, surveys and statistics, fundraising, research and documentation, described in article 2.a.vi.

Sciences Po holds the right to subcontract data processing for the services dedicated to or linked with student education.

The French Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation (MESRI) acts as data Controller for national surveys that it organizes for its legitimate interest as described in article 6.1.e of the GDPR.

The persons concerned by the processing (defined below) recognize and authorize Sciences Po to subcontract the processing to any other party. In this context, Sciences Po undertakes to ensure that its subcontractor respects the same obligations as those under its responsibility described in these General Conditions, in particular in terms of the implementation of technical and organizational measures to ensure the protection of the data. Sciences Po and its service provider undertake to respect and ensure respect by their staff and any subcontractors of the data protection principles laid down by law, in particular: The principle of purpose of the processing, the principle of relevance, the minimization and proportionality of the data collected, the principle of a limited period of data retention, the principle of data security and confidentiality, the principle of information and respect for the rights of the persons concerned by the processing.

No use or consultation of this data for purposes other than storage and provision of service, and application of legal requirements may be realized by the provider of cloud messaging and collaborative applications. The User is informed that the exchanges by email between the User and the Sciences Po services lead to transmit email and various data to the collaborative messaging provider chosen by Sciences Po, and this, until the end of his contractual relationship established between Sciences Po and the subcontractor.

As such, in accordance with the contract concluded between Sciences Po and Google, the User is informed that Sciences Po uses the Google Apps For Education collaborative suite (messaging service and collaborative cloud applications). In this context, the User is informed that their personal data may be processed according to the contractual terms made between Sciences Po and Google. The User may at any time request Sciences Po to find out how to process their data. Google stores email and data.

ii. **Legal basis**

Under the European General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (known as “GDPR”), the personal data processed on the Platform are, depending on the processing purposes:

- necessary for the execution of Sciences Po’s public service mission (see under article 6.1.e) of the European General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (known as “GDPR”),
- or, possibly for its legitimate interest (cf., under article 6.1.f),
- or according to the consent of the persons concerned (see article 6.1.a), under the same text.

The processing of personal data does not provide for automated decision-making within the meaning of
iii. **Preliminary formalities**

In accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679, the processing of personal data stored within the Platform has been declared in the Sciences Po data processing register and have been subject to privacy impact assessments.

The personal data collected within the Platform by Sciences Po are hosted in France.

iv. **Data processing procedures**

The administrative registration enables the validation of mandatories documents for registration, calculation and payment of tuition fees, proper information and consent of people regarding the use of their data.

The collected data is downloaded by the student into the academic IT tool (Banner), from his personal account.

The admission of new arrival students is subject to the transmission of the diploma. The diploma, the identity photo, the identity document / passport and visa and a proof of health security of the User are mandatory to validate the administrative registration.

The re-enrollment process for other students is identical for all, regardless of the year of training.

The processing of personal data carried out for the administrative registration is renewed each year.

v. **People concerned by personal data processings**

Data processing concerns:

- students admitted to the administrative registration phase at Sciences Po, i.e. candidates admitted to initial and executive education, having accepted the education offer sent by Sciences Po. These students are the final Users of the Platform,

- parents / legal guardians,

- funders of student tuition,

- the emergency contacts designated by the students,

- staff in charge of the administration of the Platform.

vi. **Objectives**

The information collected as part of Sciences Po's administrative registration process is used for the management of student education, for research, surveys and statistics, library management and fundraising campaigns.

The User understands by “the management of student education” in particular the implementation of the following processes:

- administrative and pedagogical management (e.g. attendance, timetables, preparation and management of examinations, evaluation and results, management of gap periods, student follow-up relating to payment or management of the student and campus life contribution (CVEC) with the CROUS, the edition of the student card);
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- supporting students in their social protection;
- management of internships and recruitments;
- possible social monitoring of students (scholarships, CROUS registration, etc.);
- the tuition fees and accounting management of payment and reimbursement of fees;
- schooling arrangements in the context of disability and possible medical follow-up;
- the trombinoscope;
- services involved in university and institutional life (in particular mailing lists for bookstore, press and association activities).

The User understands that "surveys and statistics" relates to the following data processing:

- Surveys are intended to assess the living conditions of students and student success. These may then be national surveys which fall within the legitimate interest of the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation (MESRI) and these agencies as described in article 6.1.e of the GDPR. These surveys also participate in the census of the student population as part of the national campaign led by MESRI;
- Surveys and statistics are also conducted by Sciences Po for the same purposes and to improve the services and training offered by the establishment by the statistical study of student records. This statistical purpose of institutional management is in the legitimate interest of Sciences Po as described in article 6.1.f of the GDPR;

The User understands that "fundraising campaign" has to be understood as the institutional communication with students, their parents / legal guardians and school funders, allowing Sciences Po to make better known its activities and to develop, if necessary, relationships with the companies in which they work. This purpose is in the legitimate interest of Sciences Po as described in article 6.1.f of the GDPR.

The User understands that "research" means any research project for public interest carried out by Sciences Po in relation with its institutional missions, and in compliance with article 6.1.e of the GDPR.

The User understands that "library management" relates to any data processing carried out by Sciences Po to allow the student to access and use the Sciences Po library services.

vii. Retention, archive, destruction of data

Data relating to the traceability of access to the Platform is stored for the legal period of one year and destroyed when it expires.

The data used for education purposes, collected or produced by the institution are kept for up to 10 years in our current archives and are used to update our academic IT tool and our tools enabling statistical analyzes. They are stored in accordance with the rules in terms of administrative useful life and legal requirements. Subject to rules for the archiving of administrative documents by Law No. 78-753 of July 17, 1978, Sciences Po can then archive academic data for the legal period of 50 years.

The data used for research purposes are kept in a current database until the end of the research project or its publication and are then transferred to intermediate archives such as research data warehouses, in accordance with the objectives of the Open Science National Plan.
Categories of personal data processed and sources
By browsing the Platform and completing the form, the User accepts that Sciences Po collects his personal data for the purposes detailed above.

1. Data collected on the Platform and completed by the User
   • Administrative data concerning the student (data collected directly)
     ○ Identity (surname, first names, national student number or I.N.E.S.);
     ○ Civil status (civil status, sex, date and place of birth, nationality);
     ○ Personal life (family situation, etc.);
     ○ School, academic and professional life (CV, schooling, professional training, distinctions, etc.)
     ○ Profession and socio-professional category;
     ○ The contact (address, mobile phone number, email address);
     ○ Social situation (family and military situation, housing, professional life);
     ○ Economic and financial information (income of the fiscal family of the students, bank details, tax situation, stock exchange, family composition, in order to calculate tuition fees);
     ○ Collection of supporting documents of disabled workers situation, inclusion mobility card, Disabled Adult Allowance, Disabled Child Allowance, SIUMPS medical certificate, Disability card. These documents make it possible to assess the conditions for exemption from tuition fees or justification of necessary fitting out reserved to students in a disabling situation (only). This category of data specific to the disability situation of students and transmitted to the DAA is not transferred to anyone;
     ○ Picture.
   • Administrative data of parents, legal guardians or funders of tuition fees (data collected indirectly)
     ○ Identity (name, first names);
     ○ professions and socio-professional categories;
     ○ Economic and financial information (income, bank details, tax situation, family composition, and the amount of income of the hostel(s) on which the students depend, in order to calculate the tuition fees);
   • Administrative data of emergency contacts (data collected indirectly)
     ○ identity (name, first names);
     ○ personal or professional contact details;
   • Data relating to the traceability of access of the User’s IT services
2. Data processed by the Platform by interconnections with Sciences Po information systems

- Personal data of the student participating in the Sciences Po Admission process:
  - Information on entry and enrollment in higher education and on training and diplomas (data collected indirectly on the Platform thanks to data previously collected in the candidate's admissions file)
  - the baccalaureate series with the year of obtention, equivalences;
  - the year and establishment of first registration;
  - the mention of the existence of a temporary or permanent ban on registration;
  - the last diploma obtained in the French public university and / or any other diploma obtained outside (type, course, title, place, year);
  - the area of training with a view to obtaining a diploma (specialty, purpose, discipline, cycle, curriculum, associated European credits, doctoral school, stage, number of registrations, attendance at exams).

ix. Rights

1. Exercise of rights

The User is informed that he has a right to access, be informed, modify and erase (in the respect of the above 2.g.vii article) his personal data.

The User also has a right to oppose, in particular if the data is used for marketing or commercial prospecting purposes, and a right to limit the processing of his data for legitimate reasons. The User can obtain the portability of his data and the right to decide the fate of his post-mortem data.

The collection and use of the User’s identity photos are subject to their express consent and are subject to image rights.

The User can exercise his rights whenever he wants by sending an email to the Data Protection Officer of Sciences Po (cnil@sciencespo.fr). For any questions about her or his administrative data recorded for academic registration, the User can address directly an email to accueil.administratif@sciencespo.fr.

Thirdly, he can eventually send a request to the French National Data Protection Authority (CNIL).


The rights relating to the personal data of students can be exercised by the legal guardians when the student concerned is a minor. These rights apply to all academic data (i.e. study + administrative data), excluding health data entrusted directly by the student to the Handicap Service and / or the Health Service. When the student is 18, all of these rights expire: the transfer of personal data to legal guardians is subject to the consent of the adult student.

Some data collected from students belongs to their parents, their school funders, and emergency contacts. The following data may be concerned:

- their identity,
their contact details,
their RIB,
their tax notice,
the amount of tuition fees,
a payment schedule,
a copy of the family book, the payslips or the divorce decree, if applicable.

With respect to the General Data Protection Regulations 2016/679, Sciences Po answers favorably to request about their access to their personal data.

Funders of a student’s education, as taxpayers, must be able to justify the education of children for whom a tax benefit has been granted, in accordance with the French General Tax Code (CGI) and social assistance / reductions tax paid for children pursuing higher education. They can request access to our services, in addition, to the certificate of education of the student concerned and to the payment schedule for the tuition fees of the student concerned, if they are the funders.

x. Data recipients
The personal data collected is used for the purposes specified above by:

1. Sciences Po
   ● All of the establishment’s departments, in particular: the Training Department, the International Affairs Department, the Strategy and Development Department, the Doctoral School, research centers and the Science support departments Po.
   ● teaching staff;
   ● mailing list administrators:
     ○ The User is informed that his subscription to mailing lists sent by the administration is mandatory and that he cannot unsubscribe, these communications being considered essential for his education at Sciences Po.
     ○ Subscriptions to various mailing lists managed by Sciences Po and whose objectives are to keep the working community informed of institutional news, are however optional: the User can no longer receive these news by using either the unsubscribe links integrated into the emails he received, either by unsubscribing from the services dedicated to the administrator of the mailing list, or by contacting sos@sciencespo.fr. The mailing lists concerned are in particular:
       ■ the mailing list managed by the Librairie and Presses de Sciences Po within the framework of the publication of works, collections and press reviews, as well as the development of the cohesion of the student community (Goodies offers, etc.)
       ■ the mailing list managed by the Strategy and Development Department in order to keep the User up to date with Sciences Po news and its development projects.
2. **Other Parties**

- university partners and/or public administrations (such as foreign universities in the framework of exchanges or double degrees, the Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research and Innovation or the National Conservatory of Arts and Crafts (CNAM). The list of partnerships is available at the following address [https://www.sciencespo.fr/international/](https://www.sciencespo.fr/international/);
- the host organization for internships and the partner organization for the student's civic service and collective project;
- various Sciences Po partners, in particular in preparation for the main administrative competitions (ENA, ENM, ENSP, CNESSS, CNFPT, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Banque de France, Administrative Courts), or in the context of a specific program with, for example partner local authorities;
- public or private bodies authorized within the framework of fraud prevention measures, when carrying them out on a proportional basis and when the processing are made lawful by the legislation in force and any contract between the User and this third party.

3. **The student community**

- The Sciences Po student community
- Permanent student associations

xi. **Methods of transferring personal data to recipients of data**

The User is informed that Sciences Po transfers his personal data to third parties for the purposes defined in these General Conditions.

The User is informed that he may occasionally receive requests from Sciences Po concerning his authorization to transfer his personal data, in order to update or complete the previously consents. The User determines his preferences in a free and informed manner.

The other transfers described below are subject to the consent and to the right to oppose of the Users.

a. **Transfers related to the public service mission of Sciences Po**

Some data transfers to public or private third parties are part of the establishment’s public service mission (education, research and documentation). The User agrees by nature to these transfers during the administrative registration process.

b. **Transfers subject to express consent (opt-in) from the User**

In order to fully benefit from and contribute to his student life and his training, the User may be invited by Sciences Po to accept the transfer of his personal data. Sciences Po then precisely informs the purpose and terms of this transfer. The User's consent is completely free and facultative. These transfers may be intended to:

- the Sciences Po student community for the purpose of sharing experience during the university exchange year or internships/caesuras. These are the following data:
  - Last name and first name;
  - email [firstname.lastname@sciencespo.fr](mailto:firstname.lastname@sciencespo.fr);
  - specialization;
- exchange country and 3A stay report for university exchanges;
- host organization;
- internship report;

Any access and reuse of personal data in this context by the Sciences Po student community is subject to respect for confidentiality, the provisions of the GDPR of copyright and image rights, and in particular set out in chapter 2 of the Legal Notices and General Conditions.

- permanent student associations to participate in student life on campus, integration and all the activities offered by student associations. This results in the integration of the address firstname.lastname@sciencespo.fr in the associated mailing lists managed and administered by Sciences Po (Sciences Po does not directly send a list of personal data to student associations);

- public or private organizations which provide scholarships or contribute to dedicated programs (Accessible Sciences Po, Sciences Po Premier Campus, Exchange days with students, etc.). Transfers of personal data exclusively concern students benefiting from these programs. The data affected by the transfers may include the social criteria, disability, the course or the academic results of the student.

c. Transfers subject to information, with the possibility of exercising the right of opposition (opt-out)

The transfers presented below are by default organized, unless the User objects. Students can exercise their right to object throughout their training at Sciences Po.

- Sciences Po research centers, in order to participate in studies in the humanities and social sciences and advance scientific research. Some Sciences Po researchers may then occasionally return back to the User to consult and involve them (Participation may be, for example, directive or semi-directive interviews, online questionnaires, or qualitative or quantitative evaluation of data).
- After graduation, Sciences Po transfers contact, promotion and diplomas obtained from Users to alumni associations, in France and abroad (Sciences Po Alumni Association, UK Charity Trust, Sciences Po American Foundation, and international sections) responsible for developing and offering privileged services to Alumni. Data transfers to international sections are limited to the international sections responsible for the geographic area of the exchange university of the student’s 3rd year;
- Transfers to organizations such as the Observatoire de la Vie Étudiante or CEREQ, which have a public service mission by the legislator and which carry out national surveys (e.g. on the living conditions of students). The data transferred are identification data, civil status data, personal and academic contact details, promotion, specialty, diploma obtained.

3. Access, use and availability of the Platform

i. General informations

The personal information that the User transfers on the Platform is his full responsibility, without Sciences Po being held liable. Sciences Po does not accept responsibility for any damage, direct or indirect, linked to or caused by the communication of this information, except in cases of fraud or gross negligence.

Without limitation of the previous terms, the User formally acknowledges that Sciences Po cannot be held responsible for any damage, of any kind whatsoever, direct or indirect, linked to (a) the use of
material, information, any other document, service provided and / or controlled by a third party operator at Sciences Po, which he would use to assist him in his online registration; (b) any virus imported or transmitted by the User into the Sciences Po information system.

Sciences Po makes every effort to offer Users available and verified information and / or tools. Despite all the care, the information is provided without warranty of any kind.

They are not contractual, may contain technical or typographical inaccuracies and are subject to change without notice. Sciences Po cannot be held responsible for errors, lack of availability of information, accuracy, updates, completeness and / or the presence of a virus on the Platform.

Sciences Po invites Users of the Platform to let the administration services know and to specify the nature of any omissions, errors or corrections, by sending an email to the address sos@sciencespo.fr.

Similarly, Sciences Po cannot be held responsible in the event of improper use of the service by the User or in the event of temporary unavailability of the service (force majeure, maintenance period or technical incident, whatever is).

Sciences Po invites Users to inform its services as soon as possible in the event of a data breach. Then complete the Notify of a data breach form or send an email to dataprotection@sciencespo.fr.

It is expressly understood by the User of the Platform that Sciences Po cannot be held responsible for any damage, direct or indirect, material or immaterial, resulting in particular from the consultation and / or use of the Platform (or other sites linked to it) and any downloadable applications, such as the use of textual or visual information, which could have been collected and in particular from any financial or commercial damage, loss of programs or data in its information system.

By using this Platform, the User acknowledges having had the opportunity to become aware of this warning.

The User of the Platform acknowledges having the skills and means necessary to access and use this Platform.

The User of the Platform acknowledges having verified that the computer configuration used does not contain any virus and that it is in perfect working order.

**ii. Login password**

Entering the Username and Password of the User constitutes proof of their connection to the https://scolarite.sciences-po.fr Platform. This username and password are strictly personal and confidential. They will be requested from the User each time they connect to the https://scolarite.sciences-po.fr Platform.

They must not be communicated or shared with third parties. The User also guarantees that his username and password will not be saved automatically by his browser. Failing this, the User acknowledges being the sole responsible, with regard to Sciences Po and / or any other person (natural or legal), for the use of his identification elements by third parties or actions or declarations made through the referral of his username and password.

In order to ensure the security of the Platform, of the Sciences Po information system and to avoid any fraudulent intrusion by unauthorized persons, the User must take care to respect the rules and good practices set out in the Password Policy of Sciences Po.

After accessing their account, the User must log out of it by clicking on the "Logout" tab so that any
iii. Availability of the Platform

Sciences Po and/or its suppliers may (at any time) modify or interrupt, temporarily or permanently, all or part of the access to the Site. Sciences Po is not responsible for any modification, suspension or interruption of this tool.

iv. Obligations of the User

Users are required to comply with the provisions of the GDPR and, the violation of which is liable to prosecution. They must in particular refrain, with regard to the nominative and personal data to which they access, from any collection, any misuse and, in general, from any act likely to infringe the privacy or reputation of individuals or the related copyright.

4. Intellectual property rights

The Platform, the Web form, its general structure, as well as the texts, images, animated or not, sounds, know-how, drawings, graphics (...) and any other element making up the Platform, are the exclusive property of Sciences Po.

The same applies to the databases appearing on the Sciences Po Platform which are protected by the provisions of the law of July 1, 1998 transposing into the Intellectual Property Code of the European directive of March 11, 1996 relating to the protection database, and of which Sciences Po is a producer.

The brands of Sciences Po and its partners, as well as the logos appearing on the Platform, are registered trademarks (semi-figurative or not).

Any use or reproduction, total or partial, of the Platform, of the elements which compose it and / or of the information which appears there, by any process whatsoever, is strictly prohibited and constitutes an infringement punishable by the Code of intellectual property, unless prior written agreement from Sciences Po.

Sciences Po reserves the right to pursue any act of infringement of its intellectual property rights.

Any User depositing a logo on the Platform expressly authorizes Sciences Po to distribute it on the media concerned.

Any User submitting a photo on the Platform expressly authorizes Sciences Po to use their image within the framework of the event.

a. Pictures

- Sciences Po Collection
- Shutterstock, royalty free

5. Cookies

The User is informed that, during his visits to the Platform, a cookie can be automatically installed on his browser software. The cookie is a small program that does not identify the User. The cookie stores information relating to the navigation on the Platform (the pages that the User has consulted, the date and time of the consultation, etc.). Sciences Po may read this information during future visits by the
User, in order to improve the browsing experience.

The configuration of the navigation software allows you to be informed of the presence of the cookie and possibly to refuse it (see the help manual for your browser).

As the cookie indirectly collects nominative information the User, the latter also has the right to consult, withdraw and modify.

All websites now use cookies. Here are the different types of cookies used on our site:

Audience measurement cookies that allow you to:

- Measure the audience of the various content and sections of the Platform, the pathways to access them.

The Platform may use a website usage analysis service provided by Google Inc. (Google analytics). The data resulting from these cookies and related to your use of the Platform will be transmitted and stored by Google on its servers. These data will allow the Platform to be evaluated and attendance statistics linked to the use that the User may make of them. Google will use this data to provide other services relating to the activity of the Platform and the use of the Internet. Google may transmit this data to its subcontractors as well as to third parties related to its legal obligations.

The User can deactivate the use of these cookies by configuring your Internet browser: The User can configure your browser to refuse or delete certain cookies.

The CNIL website allows you to obtain more information (Cf. the following address http://www.cnil.fr/vos-droits/vos-traces/les-cookies/)

6. Hypertext links

The Platform may contain hypertext links to other websites.

Sciences Po cannot, however, be held liable for a third party site to which the User has had access via the Platform and which presents illegal or inaccurate content. Sciences Po does not have any means of controlling the content of third-party sites. The decision whether or not to activate these hypertext links therefore rests exclusively with the Users.

Likewise, Sciences Po cannot be held responsible for the unavailability or malfunction of these third-party sites.

Sciences Po undertakes to terminate links to other websites at the first request from the companies to which the linked sites belong.

Sciences Po must give its written authorization before setting up a hypertext link to the Platform and reserves the right to have this link deleted at any time.

7. Applicable and legally competent law

These contractual clauses are subject to French law.

Any dispute relating to the contractual clauses of the Platform will come under the jurisdiction of French courts.
Sciences Po thanks you for your visit.